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Professional Wedding Photography $3,400 

- up to 8 consecutive hours with Greg Bumatay and one associate photographer 
- images edited for best skin tones, color balance, contrast, sharpness, and print quality  
- high resolution image files in .jpg format, rights for personal use and printing 
- online gallery for proofing, sharing, download and professional print orders 
- smartphone app featuring highlights of your wedding 
- additional hour of coverage  $ 300/hr 

 
Destination Wedding $4,200 

- does not include domestic travel outside Southern California and lodging 
- does not include international travel and other fees 
- intimate portrait session on location, anywhere, before or after the wedding day, artistic, 

romantic, adventurous, casual or formal, or even “trash the dress” 
- up to 10 consecutive hours with Greg Bumatay 
- images edited for best skin tones, color balance, contrast, sharpness, and print quality 
- high resolution image files in .jpg format, rights for personal use and printing 
- online gallery for proofing, sharing, download and professional print orders 

Engagement Session $800 

- intimate portrait session on location, anywhere, before or after the wedding day, artistic, 
romantic, adventurous, casual, formal, or even “trash the dress” 

- up to 3 consecutive hours with Greg Bumatay 

- images edited for best skin tones, color balance, contrast, sharpness, and print quality 

- high resolution image files in .jpg format, rights for personal use and printin g 

- online gallery for proofing, sharing, download and professional print orders 

Portrait Session $800 

- professional portrait session on location, anywhere in Southern California 

- you pick the style, so go ahead and be artistic, adventurous, stylish 
- up to 3 consecutive hours with Greg Bumatay 

- images edited for best skin tones, color balance, contrast, sharpness, and print quality 

- high resolution image files in .jpg format, rights for personal use and printing 

- online gallery for proofing, sharing, download and professional print orders 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Custom Heirloom Album 

- the perfect heirloom, professionally designed magazine style layouts, made in Los Angeles 
USA, museum quality materials, built to last a lifetime, and custom cover options  

- 12x12 or 14x10, 20 pages (10 full page layouts)    $1600 

- 10x10, 20 pages (10 full page layouts)     $1400 

- each additional layout (designed 2 page spread)    $ 100 

12x12 Coffee Table Book 

- modern, hip, press printed, hardcover book, up to 80 images/pages $ 400 

- photos from portrait session, could be designed as guest sign in book 

High Resolution Digital Images (included in all services) 

- full resolution image files in .jpg format  

- copyright permission, edited for optimal print quality up to 8x12 

Professional Prints 
- all images are uploaded to your online gallery for easy photo sharing and proofing  

- fine prints are available for online orders from your gallery, fulfilled by a professional print lab 

- each print order is manually checked for quality to ensure perfect skin tones, correct 
brightness,  maximum contrast, and best colors 

Fine Art Big Prints 
- high quality prints that would look awesome framed and displayed in your new home 

- each image is edited and processed directly from the RAW file for best possible print quality 
and resolution at larger sizes 

- image enhanced for smoother skin tones, color saturation, contrast, and sharpness  

- printed on lustre paper and mounted on gator board; artistic textures available by request 

- 11x14 $ 160   16x20  $ 230      

- 20x30 $ 340   24x36  $ 400      
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Photoshop Retouching $100/hour 
- special requests, custom retouching, or any image alterations/enhancements 
 

All products and services are subject to California sales tax http://www.boe.ca.gov/pdf/pub68.pdf 

Bumatay Studio 714-869-3332   1252 Mc Fadden Dr, Fullerton, CA 92833    www.bumataystudio.com
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